Karrie and Steph’s AWESOME Booktalk – Karrie’s Books
Bethany Branch Library - October 9th, 2015
Title

Author

Inside the
O’Briens

Lisa Genova

In the Unlikely
Event

The Burgess
Boys

Judy Blume

In the winter of 1951-1952, three planes crash into the city of
Elizabeth, New Jersey leaving the residents forever changed. Based
on true events in Judy Blume’s youth, we see how life really is a
series of unlikely events.

Elizabeth Strout

Zach has done something stupid and is in need of legal help.
Luckily for him, his two uncles happen to be powerful attorneys in
New York. Unluckily for him, his uncles hate returning to Maine
and despise anything that reminds them of their childhood.

All the Light
We Cannot See

Anthony Doerr

The Boston Girl

Anita Diamant

Go Set a
Watchman

Harper Lee

Drunken
Fireworks

Stephen King

It Was Me All
Along

Andie Mitchell

Everything I
Never Told You

A Paris Affair

The Folded
Clock

A little bit of info…
Joe O’Brien is a Boston Police Officer. Born and raised in Boston,
he has survived the Marathon bombing; he has survived the
heartbreak of being a RedSox fan; he has survived raising four kids
born within five years. Now he has to survive a life-altering disease.

Celeste Ng

Tatiana de
Rosnay

Heidi Julavits

The story of Marie-Laure, a blind 12 year old, hiding from the
Germans in France, and young Werner, whose intelligence has
earned him a place in Hitler’s Youth. War, brutality, secrets yet
compassion shines through.
It’s 1915 and 15 year old Addie Baum is ready to take on the world,
go to college, fall in love, wear short skirts. But her immigrant
parents have different ideas for her.
You’ve heard the hype and the disappointment. But Scout Finch is
still the girl you’ve always loved.
Alden McCausland and his mother are what they call “accident
rich”; thanks to an unexpected life-insurance policy payout. This is
the story of how they spend their summers competing with the “real
rich.”
A very raw and moving memoir about someone who has been
through the spectrum of eating disorders and come out the other
side.
Lydia is the oldest and favorite daughter of Marilyn and James Lee,
a Chinese-American family in the 1970s. She has so much potential
– the doctor her mother wanted to be, the popular kid her father
yearned for. Until she ends up dead. And everything unravels.
Short Stories. All having to do with the cheating liars that are
Parisian men!

After finding her childhood diaries, Heidi realizes how important
chronicling daily life can be. This is her entertaining journal as a
woman in her forties.
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Title
The Mystery
Writers of
America
Cookbook
Girl on the
Train
Jezebel
Remedy
The Gigantic
Beard That
Was Evil
The Truth
According to
Us
The Murder
Man

Author
Kate White

Paula Hawkins

Martin Clark

Stephen Collins

Annie Barrows

Tony Parsons

Talking to the
Dead

Harry Bingham

Broadchurch

BBC America

Finding Vivian
Maier

John Maloof

Manhattan
Mayhem

Mary Higgins
Clark

A little bit of info…
“Wickedly good” recipes from Lee Child, Louise Penny, Gillian
Flynn, Harlan Coben, Sue Grafton and more.
A woman glimpses what she thinks may have been a horrific crime
on her morning commute in this Hitchcockian thriller.
Lisa and Joe Stone are married small town lawyers who get drawn
into investigating the “accidental” demise of one of their most
colorful clients.
Fable taking place on the comfortable and pristine island of Here,
surrounded by the chaotic, unknowable There, and what happens
when the two meet.
A spoiled senator’s daughter is sent to a small town in West
Virginia as part of the WPA to record the town’s history.
Maverick Detective Max Wolfe links the murders of an investment
banker and a homeless junkie to an incident at a posh boys’ school
years ago.
Fiona Griffiths is a rookie cop who is short on social skills and has a
reputation for being too intense. This doggedness and a
willingness to defy both orders and protocol helps her to unravel a
murder that reveals a crime deeper than anyone had imagined.
Atmospheric, character-driven series about a murder in a small
town.
Amateur historian comes across a cache of unknown photos from a
woman now considered one of the 20th century’s greatest street
photographers.
New short stories from dozens of mystery writers, all taking place
throughout NYC.
A hungry reader cooks her way through great books.

Voracious

Cara Nicoletti

How to Be a
Grown-Up

Emma
McLaughlin

40-something stay at home mom suddenly finds herself back in the
work force and navigating the politics (and headaches) of dealing
with a boss who is half her age.

Murderer’s
Daughter

Jonathan
Kellerman

Psychologist Grace Blades’s newest patient is murdered hours after
seeing her, and she is drawn into figuring out the eerie similarities
between his past and her own.

